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Abstract. The shallow ice approximation (SIA) is commonly
used in ice-sheet models to simplify the force balance equa-
tions within the ice. However, the SIA cannot adequately re-
produce the dynamics of the fast flowing ice streams usually
found at the margins of ice sheets. To overcome this limi-
tation, recent studies have introduced heuristic hybrid com-
binations of the SIA and the shelfy stream approximation.
Here, we implement four different hybrid schemes into a
model of the Antarctic Ice Sheet in order to compare their
performance under present-day conditions. For each scheme,
the model is calibrated using an iterative technique to in-
fer the spatial variability in basal sliding parameters. Model
results are validated against topographic and velocity data.
Our analysis shows that the iterative technique compensates
for the differences between the schemes, producing similar
ice-sheet configurations through quantitatively different re-
sults of the sliding coefficient calibration. Despite this we
observe a robust agreement in the reconstructed patterns of
basal sliding parameters. We exchange the calibrated sliding
parameter distributions between the schemes to demonstrate
that the results of the model calibration cannot be straightfor-
wardly transferred to models based on different approxima-
tions of ice dynamics. However, easily adaptable calibration
techniques for the potential distribution of basal sliding co-
efficients can be implemented into ice models to overcome
such incompatibility, as shown in this study.
1 Introduction
Accurate projections of ice-sheet-driven sea level changes re-
quire the use of numerical models that are capable of captur-
ing the dynamics of rapidly flowing regions and grounding-
line zones (Pattyn et al., 2013). This requirement can be
best accommodated using the most complete models cur-
rently available for modelling the ice dynamics, referred to as
full Stokes (FS) models (e.g. Gagliardini et al., 2013). How-
ever, the timescales over which an ice sheet builds up and
disintegrates in response to variations in the climatic forc-
ing typically involve many thousands of years. Numerical
experiments over such time spans are necessary to separate
the long-term transient component from relatively fast fluc-
tuations in the ice volume during the observational record.
These long-term, continental-scale palaeo-simulations are
currently infeasible using FS models due to the computa-
tional expenses triggered by the non-linearity of the model
equations and the complex interdependence of the involved
quantities.
To overcome the contemporary spatio-temporal limita-
tions of FS models, a hierarchy of approximations has been
developed over the last decades (e.g. Hindmarsh, 2004). The
shallow ice approximation (SIA; Hutter, 1983) is a zeroth-
order approximation of the momentum balance equations
that keeps only the gravity-driven vertical shear stress, pre-
dicting reasonably well the behaviour of grounded ice masses
which are characterised by a thickness much smaller than
their horizontal length scales. Ice floating in the sea wa-
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ter experiences almost no friction at the base, and its be-
haviour is often described by the shallow shelf approxima-
tion (SSA; Morland, 1987), which omits the vertical shear
stress from the FS equations and neglects the basal drag.
The transition between grounded and floating ice regions ex-
hibits areas where ice flow is often enhanced by basal con-
ditions favourable for sliding, generating rapid ice flow fea-
tures known as ice streams. In these ice-sheet sectors mem-
brane stresses become increasingly important, sharing many
similarities with the floating ice shelves, and thus the SIA is
no longer appropriate to describe the ice dynamics. It is also
important to note that the absence of a membrane stress trans-
fer in the SIA renders this approximation invalid for mod-
elling the grounding-line migration, i.e. the migration of an
interface between grounded and floating ice sectors (Pattyn
et al., 2012).
More sophisticated methods have been designed to over-
come the limitations of SIA models when reproducing the
dynamics of ice streams, which still aim at low computa-
tional costs. The approaches used by this new generation of
continental-scale ice-sheet models include depth-integrated
Blatter–Pattyn models (Blatter, 1995; Pattyn, 2003) based on
the asymptotic analysis by Schoof and Hindmarsh (2010),
algorithms that detect and use the SIA where it is applicable
and the FS elsewhere (Ahlkrona et al., 2016), and so-called
hybrid models utilising heuristic combinations of the SIA
and the shelfy stream approximation (SStA, which is the SSA
including basal drag; Bueler and Brown, 2009; Winkelmann
et al., 2011; Pollard and DeConto, 2012a). These hybrid
models utilise a number of algorithms to identify zones of po-
tential fast flow where ice streams may operate and then com-
bine contributions of each approximation based on prede-
fined criteria. The use of hybrid models enables simulations
over hundreds of thousands of years on continental scales,
yet showing a reasonable performance in idealised scenarios
and intercomparison tests compared to higher-order models
(e.g. Pattyn et al., 2013; Feldmann et al., 2014). Since the
combination of the SIA and the SStA is based on heuris-
tics, the approaches used to combine the two approximations
vary from model to model, ranging from weighted averages
of both velocity solutions to a simple summation over the
entire domain.
Despite the above differences among existing models, all
of them are subject to common limitations when applied to
the present-day Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS). These limitations
include the scarcity of observational data needed to reduce
the errors introduced by poorly constrained model parame-
ters and boundary conditions, e.g. the flow enhancement fac-
tors introduced to account for anisotropy of ice flow, geother-
mal heat flux, glacial isostatic adjustment, and distribution
of water-saturated sediments at the ice-sheet base. The lat-
ter has the potential to enhance basal sliding and is currently
considered to be a major source of large, widespread misfits
between the observed and modelled elevations of the AIS
(e.g. de Boer et al., 2015). Recent studies have attempted to
quantify potential distributions of these intrinsic bed prop-
erties using sophisticated inverse methods (e.g. Joughin et
al., 2009; Morlighem et al., 2010; Arthern and Gudmunds-
son, 2010; Pralong and Gudmundsson, 2011; Arthern et al.,
2015). These diagnostic methods focus mainly on the fit be-
tween the modelled and observed ice velocities. Pollard and
DeConto (2012b) presented a much simpler algorithm, aim-
ing to fit the observed surface elevations instead of velocities.
The prognostic model is run forward in time, and the local el-
evation error is used to periodically adjust the basal sliding
parameters until the best fit between the observed and mod-
elled elevations is attained. This procedure has the ability to
drastically reduce large elevation errors during the calibra-
tion and initialisation of ice-sheet models, which is an im-
portant requirement for simulations that would otherwise be
undermined by poor parameter choices.
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of four different
hybrid schemes implemented as part of the same continental-
scale ice-sheet model, applied to the entire AIS. To this end,
a calibration procedure based on the aforementioned itera-
tive technique of Pollard and DeConto (2012b) is applied to
each hybrid scheme. For comparison purposes, the same pro-
cedure is carried out using a SIA-only model. The results of
these experiments are validated against an independent, ob-
servational data set of surface ice velocities (Rignot et al.,
2011). Additionally, we provide insights into the relative con-
tributions of the shallow approximations in different hybrid
schemes. By exchanging the inferred distributions of basal
sliding parameters between the applied hybrid schemes, we
test the applicability of the model calibration results in differ-
ent types of ice flow models. For hybrid approaches involv-
ing adjustable parameters, we also explore the sensitivity of
the results to parameter variations. First, the ice-sheet model
and the hybrid schemes are described in Sect. 2, where we
also detail the iterative technique for the calibration of the
basal sliding parameters. The observational and model-based
data sets used in our simulations are described in Sect. 3. The
set-up of the numerical experiments can be found in Sect. 4.
The results are presented and discussed in Sect. 5, followed
by the summary and conclusions provided in Sect. 6.
2 Methods
2.1 Model overview
In this study, the simulations of the AIS are carried out using
the open source, three-dimensional, thermomechanical ice
sheet–shelf model SICOPOLIS (SImulation COde for POLy-
thermal Ice Sheets) version 3.2-dev, revision 619 (Greve,
1997; Greve and Blatter, 2009; Sato and Greve, 2012). It
uses finite differences to solve the numerically approximated
SIA and SSA equations for grounded and floating ice, re-
spectively. Relevant modifications introduced in the model
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specifically for this study are presented in a greater detail in
Sect. 2.2 and 2.3.
SICOPOLIS is applicable for the modelling of polyther-
mal ice sheets; i.e. it explicitly identifies potential temper-
ate regions in which the modelled ice temperature is at the
pressure-melting point (Greve, 1997). Within these regions,
ice and small amounts of liquid water can coexist, and the
water content is used as an additional input for a regularised
Glen’s flow law (Glen, 1955) utilised in our experiments, fol-
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where η denotes ice shear viscosity, Tm is the temperature
difference relative to the pressure-melting point, σe is the
effective shear stress, σ0 = 10 kPa is a small constant used
to prevent singularities when σe is very small, n= 3 is the
flow law exponent, and A is a temperature- and pressure-
dependent rate factor (Cuffey and Patterson, 2010). In tem-
perate ice regions,A is modified to account for the aforemen-
tioned water content, following Lliboutry and Duval (1985).
The empirical coefficient E is a flow enhancement factor,
which is introduced to account for the effects of anisotropic
ice fabric. The value ofE depends on the deformation regime
of ice, which is different for grounded ice, where horizontal
shear prevails, and floating ice, dominated by longitudinal
stretching (Ma et al., 2010). In general, large-scale marine
ice-sheet models use a homogeneous, constant value rang-
ing between 1 and 8 for the grounded ice and between 0.2
and 1 for ice shelves (e.g. de Boer et al., 2015). Within these
ranges, the computed age of ice is often used to assign dif-
ferent values for glacial and interglacial ice. Here, we use
E = 1 and E = 0.5 for grounded and floating ice, respec-
tively. These values are smaller than those chosen in previ-
ous studies using SICOPOLIS (e.g. Sato and Greve, 2012)
and are based on our initial tests and the sensitivity analysis
by Pollard and DeConto (2012b).
At the base of the grounded ice sectors, stress conditions at
the bedrock and the associated potential for sliding are linked
to the basal velocity, ub, used as a boundary condition for
the computation of the SIA velocities, through an empirical
Weertman-type sliding law (Weertman, 1964; Dunse et al.,
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where τ b is the basal shear stress, and p = 3 and q = 2 are
the sliding law exponents. Nb is the effective basal pressure,
computed as
Nb = ρicegH − ρswgHsw, (3)
where ρice and ρsw are the density of ice and sea water, re-
spectively, g is the gravitational acceleration, H is the mod-
elled ice thickness, and Hsw is the difference between the
mean sea level and the ice base topography. The parame-
ter Cb depends on the basal temperature and pressure con-
ditions:
Cb = C0eTm/γ , (4)
where the exponential function controls the amount of slid-
ing, depending on the temperature below the pressure-
melting point Tm and the sub-melt-sliding parameter γ , en-
suring a smooth transition across different basal thermal
regimes and, thus, prohibiting discontinuities in the velocity
field (Bueler and Brown, 2009). A spatially varying factorC0
is introduced to account for differences in the bedrock ma-
terial properties affecting sliding (e.g. hard bedrock vs. soft
sediments). Potential distributions of C0 have been explored
using different iterative and inverse approaches and a vari-
ety of sliding laws, aiming to find spatially varying values
that minimise the discrepancy between the modelled and ob-
served quantities such as ice thickness, ice surface velocity,
and elevation change (e.g. Joughin et al., 2009; Morlighem
et al., 2010; Arthern and Gudmundsson, 2010; Pralong and
Gudmundsson, 2011; Pollard and DeConto, 2012b; Arthern
et al., 2015). A particular iterative technique implemented in
our model is described in Sect. 2.3. Other model components
include evolution equations for ice temperature and ice thick-
ness, with the latter forced by independent modules for the
computation of the surface and basal mass balances (Greve
and Blatter, 2009; Sato and Greve, 2012). A summary of the
model parameters used in this study is provided in Table 1.
2.2 Hybrid schemes
For this study, four hybrid approaches have been imple-
mented into the model. Each of them offers a different way
to identify the fast flowing zones and combine the horizon-
tal SIA velocity, u, and the horizontal SStA velocity, v. For
each scheme, individual velocity solutions from the shallow
approximations are calculated independently. It is important
to note that SStA velocities in grounded ice regions include
basal drag. This implies a major difference from SSA veloc-
ities computed in the floating ice shelf sectors, for which the
friction at the ice–ocean interface is negligible.
For consistency, the basal drag term that enters the SStA
equations is computed using the same sliding law as de-
scribed in Sect. 2.1 (Eq. 2), in the form
τ b =−βdragvb, (5)
where vb is the basal SStA velocity and the drag coefficient,















Here, vbx and vby are the horizontal components of the SStA
velocity at the ice base, and v0 = 0.01 myr−1 is a small reg-
ularisation quantity introduced to prevent singularities at the
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Table 1. Symbols and values for the model parameters used in this study.
Symbol Description Units Value
g gravitational acceleration ms−2 9.81
ρ density of ice kgm−3 910
T absolute temperature of ice K
Tm temperature below pressure-melting point K
κ heat conductivity of ice Wm−1 K−1 9.828e−0.0057T
c specific heat of ice Jkg−1 K−1 146.3+ 7.253T
L latent heat of ice kJkg−1 335
β Clausius–Clapeyron gradient Km−1 8.7× 10−4
R universal gas constant Jmol−1 K−1 8.314
κr heat conductivity of the lithosphere Wm−1 K−1 3
αice, αsnow PDD factors for ice and snow mmd−1 ◦C−1 8, 3
αstd PDD standard deviation ◦C 5
σe effective shear stress Pa
σ0 residual stress kPa 10
ESIA, ESSA enhancement factor for the SIA and SSA 1, 0.5
A ice rate factor s−1 Pa−3
n Glen flow law exponent 3
u horizontal SIA velocity ms−1
v horizontal SStA velocity ms−1
U horizontal hybrid velocity ms−1
v0 regularisation speed in SStA equations myr−1 0.01
τb basal shear stress Pa
Nb effective basal pressure Pa
p, q sliding law exponents 3, 2
γ sub-melt-sliding parameter K 3
C0 calibrated basal sliding parameter myr−1 Pa−1
1tinv time step for inversion of C0 yr 50
Hinv scaling factor for calibration of C0 m 5000
r slip ratio of grounded ice
rthr default threshold value of r 0.5
vref default reference value of |v| myr−1 100
w weighting function in hybrid schemes
hrlx scaling factor for relaxation procedure 0.001
locations where there is no basal sliding (Bueler and Brown,
2009).
The first hybrid scheme (henceforth HS-1) is the origi-
nal implementation in SICOPOLIS v3.2-dev (revision 619)
based on the slip ratio of grounded ice, computed as
r = |ub||us| , (7)
where ub is the Weertman sliding velocity (Eq. 2) and us
is the surface SIA velocity. At each iteration, and for each
velocity component, the local slip ratio r is compared to a
prescribed threshold rthr ranging from 0 to 1 (Sect. 4). If r is
larger than the threshold, the grid point is flagged as stream-
ing ice where the SStA velocities should be computed. Once
SStA velocities are computed, the individual contributions of
the SIA and SStA velocities at each streaming grid point are
determined using the weight
w(r)= r − rthr
1− rthr . (8)
Then, for each streaming grid point, the hybrid horizontal
velocity U is computed as
U = w · v+ (1−w) ·u, (9)
recalling that u and v are the horizontal SIA and SStA veloc-
ities, respectively.
The second approach (henceforth HS-2) is based on the
idea by Bueler and Brown (2009), in which SStA velocities
are calculated over the entire ice sheet and used as a sliding
velocity complementing a non-sliding SIA model. SIA and
SStA velocities are combined as in Eq. (9), and the weighting
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where vref is a reference ice velocity (Sect. 4). The velocity
vref marks the point for which the SIA and SStA contribu-
tions are equally weighted; i.e. the resulting hybrid velocity
is a standard mean of both solutions. The weighting function
is smooth and monotone, and its value converges towards 0
for small velocities and towards 1 when v is large compared
to the reference velocity vref. As in the HS-1, w is used to
compute respective contributions from the SIA and SStA,
with the difference that Eq. (10) uses vref as the only crite-
rion to determine the SStA contribution. The SStA velocities
are calculated over the entire ice sheet, and an a priori iden-
tification of fast flow zones is not required.
As described in Sect. 2.1, the SIA solution in SICOPO-
LIS is computed using the Weertman sliding law (Eq. 2) as
a boundary condition. To assess the influence of a SIA solu-
tion including the Weertman sliding, we have split this hy-
brid scheme into two: a sub-scheme (HS-2a) that replicates
the idea of Bueler and Brown (2009) with no basal velocity
prescribed in the computation of the SIA and a sub-scheme
(HS-2b) that has a Weertman sliding component and uses it









where ub is the basal sliding velocity as in Eq. (2). Thus, in
the HS-2b the SStA solution does not serve as a replacement
of a sliding law. It is rather used to determine to what extent
the computed SStA velocity should replace the basal velocity
used to compute the SIA solution.
The third approach (henceforth HS-3) simply adds up the
non-sliding SIA and SStA solutions:
U = u+ v. (12)
This superposition of approximations has been employed in
recent studies using SIA models in combination with a SStA
solution as a sliding law (e.g. Winkelmann et al., 2011). It
bypasses the need for additional free parameters, such as rthr
and vref in the HS-1 and HS-2, respectively. This approach is
based on the assumption that on ice shelves the SIA contribu-
tion is negligible due to low surface gradients, and therefore
the modelled ice flow is dominated by the SStA solution,
whereas in the continental interior the modelled ice flow is
dominated by the SIA solution (Winkelmann et al., 2011).
Since the SIA and SStA solutions are computed over the
entire domain, their superposition enables a smooth transi-
tion across different flow regimes, ranging from slow ice mo-
tion in the interior to a characteristic fast flow of ice shelves,
thereby allowing for stress transmission across the grounding
line. As in the HS-2, an identification of fast flowing zones is
purely diagnostic and not required during the computation of
U . Table 2 presents a summary of the hybrid schemes applied
in this study.
2.3 Calibration of basal sliding coefficients
We have implemented an iterative method following Pollard
and DeConto (2012b) in order to determine the distribution
of sliding coefficients C0 that minimises the difference be-
tween the modelled and observed ice thickness. The method
starts from a spatially uniform guess value for the distribu-
tion of C0 and runs the model forward in time, as described
in Sect. 4. At a given time step, 1tinv, the method uses the
basal temperature below the pressure-melting point, Tm, to
identify grounded grid points where basal sliding may oc-
cur. If the absolute value of Tm is smaller than the parameter
γ from Eq. (4), i.e. close to the pressure-melting point, the
method computes the difference between the modelled and
observed ice thickness, which is then used to locally adjust
C0 at this grid point according to
C∗0 = C0101H , (13)
where C∗0 is an updated sliding coefficient and 1H = (H −
Hobs)/Hinv. Here, 1H is the difference between the mod-
elled and observed ice thickness, scaled by a factor, Hinv,
in order to prevent overshoots. For the same reason and fol-
lowing the implementation by Pollard and DeConto (2012b),
variations in the value of the multiplicative factor 101H are
further limited by a range of ∼ 0.03 to 30. In contrast to pre-
vious studies using SICOPOLIS where γ = 1 K, here we set
this parameter to a value of 3 K, allowing for a more frequent
calibration of the sliding coefficients (Pollard and DeConto,
2012b).
Studies using this iterative technique and inversion meth-
ods have shown that potential distributions of sliding co-
efficients C0 are highly heterogeneous, with values span-
ning several orders of magnitude (e.g. Pollard and De-
Conto, 2012b; Arthern et al., 2015). To ensure numerical
stability, we limit our inferred values to a range of 1 to
105 myr−1 Pa−1 during the calibration procedure. Addition-
ally, we have implemented the following condition: when
the computed surface ice velocity reaches an ancillary speed
limit at a certain grid point, the adjustment of C0 for that
point is halted. This prevents the method from overadjust-
ing the sliding coefficients when the velocity limit has been
reached and no noticeable changes occur in response to fur-
ther adjustments of C0. This additional constraint is applied
in order to ensure numerical stability and keep the mod-
elled ice velocities within the range of observations. For the
experiments presented in this study, the lower speed limit
is defined as 0.1 myr−1, whereas the upper limit is set to
4000 myr−1. These values are based on the observed surface
velocities of Rignot et al. (2011).
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Table 2. Summary of the hybrid schemes implemented in this study.
Scheme Basal sliding Reference References
in text
HS-1 Weertman-type sliding Eq. (8) This study
HS-2a SStA velocities Eq. (10) Bueler and Brown (2009)
HS-2b Weertman-type sliding Eq. (11) This study
HS-3 SStA velocities Eq. (12) Winkelmann et al. (2011)
The iterative technique involves an additional limiting
condition that prevents overadjustments of C0. For each indi-
vidual grid point, if the difference between the modelled and
observed ice thickness reduced at the previous time step, the
adjustment at the current time step is deactivated. This allows
previous adjustments to fully develop their effects over the
following time steps and prevents the technique from adding
unnecessary extra adjustments that often result in overshoots.
The calibration is activated again as soon as the time deriva-
tive of the modelled ice thickness drops to zero (i.e. the dif-
ference between the modelled and observed ice thickness
is not reduced anymore) or the misfit starts increasing (e.g.
due to increased influx from surrounding areas). Our exper-
iments have shown that this additional feature enables the
use of a smaller 1tinv (50 years used here compared to 500–
10 000 years in Pollard and DeConto, 2012b) because further
adjustments will only be applied when and where strictly
necessary. A further benefit is that it indirectly allows non-
local adjustments of C0 to influence the local ice dynamics:
if an adjustment applied in the vicinity of a grid point reduces
the misfit, further adjustments at this grid point will still be
halted.
3 Data sets
The calibration procedure takes advantage of the improved
quality of the modern, continental-scale Antarctic data sets,
such as climatic forcing (Van Wessem et al., 2014) and to-
pography (Fretwell et al., 2013). The forcing data serve
as time-invariant boundary conditions for our equilibrium
(steady-state) model simulations. It should be noted that the
modern AIS is unlikely in a steady state and a transient sim-
ulation, e.g. of the entire last glacial cycle, would provide a
more realistic scenario for the calibration procedure. How-
ever, existing reconstructions of the Antarctic palaeoclimate
and past ice-sheet configurations still contain large uncertain-
ties, with in situ data being sparse in space and time. Keeping
this in mind, we think that using modern data sets and assum-
ing equilibrium conditions is a valuable first-order approxi-
mation to a more complex model calibration. Furthermore,
such equilibrium set-up can serve as an initial guess for tran-
sient deglaciation simulations, which include time-dependent
processes not considered here (Fyke et al., 2014).
Figure 1. A bedrock elevation map of Antarctica obtained from the
BEDMAP2 data set (Fretwell et al., 2013), including the location of
the sites mentioned in the text.
Initial modern conditions for surface topography, ice shelf
thickness, and bedrock elevations relative to the present-day
sea level are derived from the BEDMAP2 data set (Fretwell
et al., 2013). BEDMAP2 is a compilation of 24.8 million
ice thickness data points obtained from a variety of sources
including airborne and over-snow radar surveys, satellite
altimetry, seismic sounding data, and satellite gravimetry
(Fretwell et al., 2013). This compilation is complemented
by surface elevation data from several digital elevation mod-
els to derive previously unknown bedrock features and al-
lows for a detailed modelling of the AIS. Figure 1 shows the
bedrock topography data from BEDMAP2, together with the
locations mentioned in the text. The main sources of uncer-
tainty in the ice thickness and bedrock elevation maps are
the errors in surface digital elevation models and ice thick-
ness measurements, as well as the applied regridding, which
produce overall uncertainties ranging from 59 m across ar-
eas with smooth landscapes to 1000 m in regions where only
gravimetric data are available (e.g. south of Coats Land).
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At the base of the thermal bedrock, geothermal heat flux
is prescribed according to the map of Shapiro and Ritzwoller
(2004). This map is derived from a global seismic model of
the upper mantle and the crust assuming a relation between
seismic velocities and mantle temperatures and uses obser-
vations from regions with similar structures to infer heat-
flow probability distributions where such observations are
scarce or non-existent. In the inferred heat-flux map, West
Antarctica is characterised by an average heat flow that is
nearly three times higher than in East Antarctica. Although
the resulting map depends on the accuracy of available ob-
servations as well as on the choice of the seismic model and
similarity functional, the inferred distributions are robust to
internal parameter changes, especially for continental areas
such as Antarctica (Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2004). However,
the method cannot reproduce small-scale patterns caused by
local variations in crustal heat production, which may exert
an important control on the dynamics of the Antarctic ice
streams.
Boundary conditions at the surface include Antarctic
precipitation rates and near-surface air temperature model
output from the regional climate model RACMO2.3 (Van
Wessem et al., 2014), averaged over the period of 1979 to
2010. RACMO is forced at its boundaries by the reanaly-
sis data from ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011). In the interior
of the domain the Antarctic climate conditions are modelled
with a horizontal resolution of 27 km and 40 levels in the
vertical direction. RACMO contains modules that are specif-
ically developed for glaciated regions, including a multilayer
snow model. The model output from RACMO compares well
with 3234 in situ observations of surface mass balance used
for its validation, displaying a correlation of r2 = 0.77 and a
particularly good fit for the dry East Antarctic plateau (Van
Wessem et al., 2014).
A simple lapse-rate correction of 0.008 ◦Cm−1 is used to
account for the discrepancies between the modelled and ob-
served surface elevations. Surface melt is computed with a
positive degree-day (PDD) scheme (Reeh, 1991; Calov and
Greve, 2005) using the factors αice = 8 mmd−1 ◦C−1 and
αsnow = 3 mmd−1 ◦C−1 (ice equivalent) for ice and snow,
respectively (Ritz et al., 2001), and a standard deviation of
αstd = 5 ◦C for the statistical fluctuations in air temperature.
All input fields are projected onto a regular, rectangular,
polar stereographic grid covering the entire Antarctic conti-
nent and the surrounding Southern Ocean, with a nominal
horizontal resolution of 20 km, corresponding to 301× 301
grid points. Our choice of resolution has been motivated by
the large number of experiments presented in Sect. 5, each
spanning 400 000 years (400 kyr), and the fact that Pollard
and DeConto (2012b) have shown that the results remain
essentially unchanged when the horizontal resolution is in-
creased to 10 km (in a nested simulation), even in rapidly
flowing sectors. However, our initial tests with a model res-
olution of 40, 20, and 10 km have identified areas where the
modelled ice flow is more sensitive to the resolution used
(see the Supplement). These mainly occur close to the ice-
sheet margins where the grounding zone of a glacier is of-
ten represented by only one grid cell at lower resolution. In
such regions the use of a finer grid allows for a more detailed
treatment of the topographically constrained glacial flow. In
the context of this comparison study, however, these limita-
tions equally affect the performance of all hybrid schemes
and do not impact our conclusions. In the vertical direction,
ice columns consist of 91 layers (11 equidistant grid points
for temperate ice and 81 grid points for “cold” ice densifying
towards the base, sharing the grid point at their interface),
mapped to a [0,1] interval using a σ transformation (Greve
and Blatter, 2009).
4 Experimental set-up
The modified version of SICOPOLIS described in Sect. 2
is applied to the entire AIS and the fringing ice shelves.
The experiments performed during the calibration of the ice
sheet–shelf system aim at quantifying the differences and
similarities between the hybrid approaches. Default values
for the parameters of the hybrid schemes are rthr = 0.5 (HS-
1) and vref = 100 myr−1 (HS-2a and HS-2b). As mentioned
in Sect. 2.2, the HS-3 does not include any free parameters.
Additionally, and for comparison purposes, the same experi-
ments are performed using a SIA-only scheme for grounded
ice (henceforth SoS).
The bulk of the calibration consists of an iterative tech-
nique used to derive the distribution of sliding coefficients
C0 (Sect. 2.3) that exerts a dominant control on the result-
ing ice distribution and its fit to observations. The calibration
procedure starts from a homogeneous guess value of C0 =
1myr−1 Pa−1, which is the lower limit of the considered
range (see Sect. 2.3). The time steps between adjustments
and the scaling factor in Eq. (13) are set to 1tinv = 50 years
and Hinv = 5000 m, respectively. We follow the method by
Pollard and DeConto (2012b) and allow for a free evolution
of both the ice sheet and ice shelf thickness, but their inter-
face (the grounding line) is kept at its present-day observed
position. Free evolution is needed because the calibration
of the sliding coefficients requires an evolving ice thickness
that will be routinely compared to observations. The reasons
for a constrained grounding line are twofold: this approach
(1) enables a comparison with observations in coastal regions
during the calibration and (2) prevents artificial transitions
between grounded and floating areas caused by equally ar-
tificial effects of unrealistic initial thermal regimes and C0
distributions that evolve from initial guess values. Our tests
show that such artefacts can produce feedbacks that are dif-
ficult or impossible to reverse. For the same reason, glacial
isostatic adjustment is not included in the simulations, and
ice shelf fronts are constrained to the observed locations. As
mentioned above, the ice shelf thickness is allowed to evolve,
but basal melt rates are adjusted at each time step in order to
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keep the modelled ice shelves as close as possible to observa-
tions. This ensures a consistent computation of mass fluxes
across all flow regimes and does not overlap with the cali-
bration of sliding coefficients, since these are not applied in
floating ice sectors.
In this study, the calibration procedure is divided into four
steps. In the first three steps, a relaxation scheme is applied
to the evolution of the modelled ice thickness, H . Here, the
difference between the current solution of the ice thickness
equations, Hnew, and the solution from the previous time
step,Hold, is scaled at every time step by a factor hrlx ranging
between 0 and 1, as follows:
H =Hold+hrlx (Hnew−Hold) . (14)
For a time-invariant forcing, our tests have shown that dif-
ferent values of hrlx will result in very similar equilibrium
states. The relaxation simply delays the time point at which
this state is reached. However, such relaxation procedure al-
lows for bigger time steps at which the topography evolution
is computed, without affecting the internal temperature evo-
lution. In this way, an equilibrium with the boundary condi-
tions will be reached faster by the temperature field than by
the topography. This effectively minimises transient effects
in the closely associated ice thickness and velocity fields, es-
pecially at the beginning of the calibration runs when model
parameters follow the initial guess values. More importantly,
it allows us to simultaneously apply the iterative calibration
technique described in Sect. 2.3, in contrast to approaches in
which the topography is fixed (e.g. Sato and Greve, 2012).
This ensures that the modelled ice thickness distribution has
the closest possible match to the initial observed distribu-
tion throughout the initial calibration stages. The value of
the relaxation factor is set to hrlx = 0.001 in the first stage
of the calibration driven over a simulation time of 100 kyr,
using a time step of 5 years. The following second and third
stages replicate the first one, but with larger scaling factors
of hrlx = 0.01 and hrlx = 0.1, respectively, for an additional
simulation time of 100 kyr in each stage. In the final stage, the
relaxation is deactivated and a smaller time step of 1 year is
applied over an additional simulation time of 100 kyr, which
provides a long enough time span to attain a dynamic equi-
librium.
5 Results and discussion
In this chapter we present an ensemble of simulations of
the AIS aiming to comprehensively evaluate different hybrid
schemes combining the SIA and SStA. Our evaluation uses
the degree of agreement between the modelled and observed
ice-sheet geometries and surface velocities as a measure of
model performance, allowing for a point-by-point quantifi-
cation of the model errors.
Keeping in mind that each hybrid scheme builds upon the
SIA solution, partially or entirely replacing it at variable lo-
cations with the SStA solution, we have also included the
results from the SIA-only scheme in our comparison. In par-
ticular, this enables a qualitative separation of relative con-
tributions of the SIA and SStA, providing a new insight into
the internal differences between the schemes and their appli-
cability to ice-sheet areas with diverse dynamical character-
istics.
By applying an automated model calibration against the
observed ice thickness to each of the hybrid schemes we infer
spatial distributions of poorly constrained sliding coefficients
as a proxy for mechanical conditions at the ice–bedrock in-
terface and assess their sensitivity to the choice of a particu-
lar hybrid scheme. In addition, the influence of variations in
the parameters controlling relative contributions of SIA and
SStA velocities in each scheme is assessed for a wide range
of parameter values.
5.1 Comparison of equilibrium states
As described in Sect. 3, our experiments use the BEDMAP2
observational data set (Fretwell et al., 2013) as an initial ice-
sheet configuration, running the model forward in time under
a relaxation scheme (Eq. 14) until the temperature distribu-
tion within the ice sheet reaches an equilibrium state. After
this initialisation, the relaxation is deactivated and the model
runs until full thermal and dynamic equilibria are attained.
The equilibrium is defined as the point in time in which the
variations of the total grounded ice volume over a prolonged
time (> 10 kyr) are smaller than 0.01 %.
Starting from the initialised states after a 300 kyr relax-
ation procedure, the time required to reach an equilibrium
varies from scheme to scheme (Fig. 2). The HS-1, HS-2a, and
HS-3 attain a virtually invariable state after only 20 kyr, as
opposed to the SoS and HS-2b that display significant oscil-
lations in the total volume around a mean equilibrium value
even after a period of 100 kyr, suggesting unstable equilib-
rium states. Compared to the SoS, the computation of SStA
velocities in the grounded ice sectors requires an extra com-
putational effort for each iteration in the numerical solvers,
with the computing time increasing by a factor of ∼ 4 for the
applied hybrid schemes. The characteristic computing time
of the HS-1 is somewhat shorter than that of the other hybrid
schemes (but still longer than for the SoS) due to the prog-
nostic identification of ice streams that obviates the need for
the computation of SStA velocities over the entire ice sheet.
However, we have observed that the iterative solvers in the
model require a substantially smaller number of iterations
when the hybrid schemes are used, making them numerically
more stable compared to the SoS.
The calibration procedure applied to all schemes yields to-
tal grounded ice volumes which are in a close agreement with
the reference value of ∼ 2.56× 107 km3 from the observa-
tional data (Fretwell et al., 2013), with the maximum devi-
ation being below 1.5 %. Individual values of the modelled
ice volumes and their respective deviations for most of our
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Figure 2. Overview of the calibration procedure. Main: the evolution of the total grounded ice volume during the calibration procedure, in
×107 km3. At the end of each 100 kyr stage, the relaxation coefficient hrlx increases by 1 order of magnitude, from 0.001 in the first stage to
1 (free evolution), until a dynamic equilibrium is attained. Inset: mean absolute differences between the modelled and observed ice thickness
at the end of the simulations, in metres. For each scheme, a mean absolute error is calculated for the entire ice sheet (left bars) and separately
over the areas where basal sliding is identified (right bars). Fractions of the mean absolute error arising from under- and overestimations are
shown in blue and pink, respectively.
experiments are summarised in Table 3. The best fit to obser-
vations is obtained using the HS-2b, which corresponds to
an overestimation of the total grounded ice volume by 0.1 %.
The other schemes produce relatively larger misfits, with the
HS-2a simulation yielding the greatest deviation of 1.46 %
arising from an overestimation of the total ice volume. The
smallest ice sheet is produced by the SoS that underestimates
the total grounded ice volume by 0.72 %.
The inset of Fig. 2 shows the total ice thickness errors for
all schemes. The errors are computed as an average of the
absolute misfit values in all grounded grid points and remain
below 50 m for all hybrid schemes (Table 3). Among these,
the largest average error of 46.6 m is produced by the HS-
2a, while the smallest error of 40.0 m is obtained using the
HS-2b. For the former, 83 % of the misfit is due to overesti-
mations of ice thickness, while the latter shows nearly even
contributions of under- and overestimations. This is in ac-
cordance with the results shown in Fig. 2, where the misfits
obtained from the two schemes using the SStA as a sliding
law are dominated by an excessive ice thickness. The hybrid
schemes that include a Weertman basal sliding component
during the computation of SIA velocities are not necessar-
ily dominated by underestimations of the ice thickness. For
example, less than a quarter of the misfit produced by the
HS-1 can be attributed to areas with an ice thickness deficit.
For comparison, the averaged absolute error produced by the
SoS is 52.4 m, with 65 % of the misfit coming from an un-
derestimation of the ice thickness.
The results depicted in Fig. 2 reflect only a time-
dependent, continental-scale information about the fit be-
tween the modelled and observed ice-sheet geometries, pro-
viding no insights into local model performance. In order
to have a more detailed overview of the results, Fig. 3 (left
column) shows the corresponding spatial maps of ice thick-
ness errors. All schemes provide a reasonably good fit to
the observational data in the continental interior, with larger
discrepancies mainly occurring at the ice-sheet margin. It
can be readily observed that the modelled ice sheet is too
thick over mountainous regions and across the region be-
tween the Shackleton Range and the Pensacola Mountains
(south of Coats Land), which has some of the largest uncer-
tainties in the topographic data (Fretwell et al., 2013). These
are common features for all schemes, regardless of the ap-
proach chosen for the sliding component, and could origi-
nate from insufficient geothermal flux, too high precipitation
rates, and/or an unrealistic smoothness of the bedrock in this
area that prevents the formation of topographically driven ice
streams. The distribution of zones where the modelled basal
temperatures are far below the pressure-melting point are de-
picted as white-coloured areas in Fig. 3 (right column). In
general, these areas coincide with the locations where the
largest ice thickness errors occur. Areas where the ice thick-
ness is underestimated are mainly located at and around the
ice margins. In many of these areas, however, sliding is iden-
tified and the calibration of C0 reaches its lower limit, im-
plying that the surface mass input is insufficient to minimise
the misfit. The SoS produces too thin ice along most of the
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Table 3. Summary of the results at the end of the calibration procedure for each of the applied hybrid schemes (HS, see Sect. 2.2) and
SIA-only scheme (SoS), including the total grounded ice volume, Vgrd (km3); a deviation from the total grounded ice volume, 1Vgrd (%); a
mean absolute error in the ice thickness,1H (m); a fraction of the total area where basal sliding occurs, Asld (%); a mean ice thickness error
only where basal sliding operates, 1sldH (m); a mean surface velocity error, 1vs (myr−1); a fraction of the grounded ice area dominated
by the SIA (only where w < 0.25), ASIA0.25 (%); and a fraction of the grounded ice area dominated by the SStA (only where w > 0.75),
ASStA0.75 (%).
Scheme Vgrd 1Vgrd 1H Asld 1sldH 1vs ASIA0.25 ASStA0.75
(km3) (%) (m) (%) (m) (myr−1) (%) (%)
HS-1 2.58× 107 +1.20 44.6 45.2 20.8 29.7 47.9 29.4
HS-2a 2.59× 107 +1.46 46.6 54.2 17.6 17.6 82.0 2.4
HS-2b 2.56× 107 +0.10 40.0 62.0 25.4 16.0 82.3 8.5
HS-3 2.57× 107 +0.77 42.6 58.7 22.3 23.2 – –
SoS 2.53× 107 −0.72 52.4 58.9 41.3 55.3 100 0
ice-sheet margin, which explains the high percentage of the
ice thickness errors arising from underestimations (inset of
Fig. 2). In contrast, the hybrid schemes produce error pat-
terns that differ only slightly between each other. The only
exception is the HS-2b, which is closest to the SoS, albeit
exhibiting smaller underestimations at the ice-sheet margins.
Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of the calibra-
tion procedure over the areas where basal sliding is identified
and the calibration is applied. For this purpose we have calcu-
lated averaged absolute errors in the ice thickness across re-
gions where basal sliding operates (inset of Fig. 2). It should
be kept in mind that the calibration procedure also affects
the ice masses located in the immediate proximity to sliding
areas through surface elevation gradients and/or stress trans-
mission. Mean ice thickness errors over the sliding areas are
smaller than those estimated for the whole ice sheet, although
the degree of relative improvement varies from scheme to
scheme (Table 3). For example, the misfit produced by the
SoS decreases by only ∼ 20 % if calculated over the sliding
ice-sheet sectors, while more than 60 % of the errors result-
ing from the HS-2a occur over the areas where no sliding is
identified and C0 is not calibrated. For all hybrid schemes,
the percentage of the errors associated with an underestima-
tion of the ice thickness increases substantially when their
performance is assessed across areas where basal sliding co-
efficients are calibrated. This supports the observation that
the modelled ice is excessively thick in regions where C0 is
not calibrated.
The inferred distributions of C0 are shown in Fig. 3 (right
column). In general, the areas where the calibration is per-
formed are similar for all schemes (Table 3), although there
is a significant spread in the retrieved values. The HS-1
scheme predicts a minimum corresponding to 45 % of the
total grounded ice area, contrasted by higher percentages for
the other schemes ranging between 54 and 62 %. The upper
limit of 105 myr−1 Pa−1 for the sliding coefficient is reached
by all schemes across up to 18 % of the ice-covered land,
with the highest concentration occurring in the Siple Coast
region, where ice streams flow rapidly over a smooth and de-
formable bed due to lubrication by water saturated subglacial
sediments (e.g. Blankenship et al., 1986; Alley et al., 1987;
Kamb, 2001). The upper limit is also reached in Coats, Mac-
Robertson, and Ellsworth lands (Fig. 1). Similarly, all cali-
bration runs estimate the C0 value to reach its lower limit of
1 myr−1 Pa−1 over ∼ 10 to ∼ 32 % of the ice-sheet-covered
area. The SoS and HS-2b infer this value throughout most of
the West AIS and over vast parts of the East AIS, particu-
larly at the ice margins. Its incidence is relatively lower for
the other hybrid schemes, especially for the HS-1 and HS-2a.
Quantitatively, a good agreement between the inferred coef-
ficient distributions is mainly restricted to the areas where
C0 reaches an upper or lower limit. In other areas the values
generally vary across orders of magnitude.
Direct comparison of our results to those from Pollard and
DeConto (2012b) is hindered by the differences in the slid-
ing laws and hybrid schemes. Nevertheless, we have found
a good qualitative agreement in the inferred distributions of
C0, with similar patterns of high vs. low values. For instance,
both studies identify the Siple Coast and Coats Land regions
as areas where the ice streaming flow is driven by basal con-
ditions favourable for sliding. A similar agreement is found
for the Thwaites and Pine Island Glacier areas, as well as in
the MacRobertson Land (Fig. 1). Low values of C0 are pre-
dicted in the continental interior of West Antarctica and over
most of the East AIS.
5.2 Analysis of the SIA and SStA contributions
As described in Sect. 2.2, different hybrid approaches are not
expected to produce exactly the same equilibrated ice veloc-
ity fields. We demonstrate this in Fig. 4, where the modelled
steady-state surface velocities derived from the SoS and the
hybrid schemes are compared to a continental-scale obser-
vational data set (Rignot et al., 2011). This high-resolution
(900 m) data set contains many small-scale features that are
unresolved by the model due to its lower resolution. Never-
theless, all schemes are able to reproduce the observed range
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Figure 3. Comparison of the ice-sheet states derived from different
schemes at the end of equilibrium simulations. Left column: differ-
ences between the modelled and observed ice thickness, in metres.
Right column: inferred distributions of basal sliding coefficients, in
myr−1 Pa−1. Non-coloured areas mark the locations where basal
sliding is not identified and the calibration procedure does not oper-
ate. Colour-code saturates at the upper and lower limits allowed for
the calibration procedure.
Figure 4. Left column: equilibrium surface velocities across the
grounded ice areas derived from different schemes, in myr−1, com-
pared to the observational data set from Rignot et al. (2011) (bot-
tom), regridded to the model resolution of 20 km. Right column:
ratios of the modelled to observed surface velocities, plotted on a
logarithmic scale. Velocities smaller than 2 myr−1 are excluded.
Colour-code saturates at ratios larger than 100 or smaller than 0.01.
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of ice flow velocities, distinguishing between the ice-sheet
areas with low velocities near the ice divides and fast flowing
ice streams reaching the ice-sheet margins. In the transition
zones between the continental interior and the ice-sheet mar-
gins, all schemes reproduce to some extent the fast flowing
ice streams identified by observations. However, in contrast
to the results from the hybrid schemes, surface ice velocities
derived from the SoS are characterised with noise-like pat-
terns, which are especially visible in the areas of rapid ice
flow. We attribute these artefacts to a combination of lacking
stress transmission in the SIA, which allows for steep gradi-
ents in the modelled velocities, and the calibration procedure,
which can potentially amplify these gradients through local
adjustments of C0.
Although the overall character of the observed surface ice
velocities is qualitatively well reproduced by all the hybrid
schemes, modelled ice flow is clearly too fast at and around
several ice stream locations, such as at the Siple Coast. Fur-
thermore, modelled surface velocities are generally overesti-
mated close to the grounding lines of most outlet glaciers, in
particular due to the resolution-related limitations discussed
in Sect. 3. These overestimations are particularly large in the
SoS simulation, even though the discrepancies between the
modelled and observed ice thickness are small (Fig. 3, left
column). Overestimations of the ice flow velocity by the hy-
brid schemes at the grounding zone are smaller than those
derived from the SoS simulation, but they cover a wider area
and reach further upstream. Similar observations have been
made by Pollard and DeConto (2012b) using a different hy-
brid ice sheet–shelf model and a different set of topographic
ice observations and external forcing. They proposed that the
overestimation of surface velocities in these areas may be
caused by a coarse model resolution, exaggerated snowfall
rates, or an excessive internal deformation compared to slid-
ing near the ice margins.
In order to quantitatively evaluate the model fit to observa-
tions, we have calculated point-by-point ratios between the
modelled and observed surface velocities (Fig. 4, right col-
umn). As mentioned above, the modelled velocities are in a
good agreement with observations in the continental interior
characterised by slow ice motion. In contrast, at the margins
the ice velocity simulated by the hybrid schemes sometimes
reaches values that are several hundred times higher than
in the observational data set. However, this mostly happens
across areas where our model generates a non-existent fast
flow. One of the best examples of such model artefacts is the
former Ice Stream C in the Siple Coast, which is predicted
by the model but has been stagnant for ∼ 150 years in reality
(Hulbe and Fahnestock, 2007; Engelhardt and Kamb, 2013).
In some cases, the locations of the modelled ice streams are
shifted relative to the observed ones, thereby generating ad-
jacent zones of under- and overestimations of the surface ve-
locity. In other cases, the modelled rapid ice flow follows a
different route compared to observations, sometimes merg-
ing with neighbouring ice streams. These shifts may origi-
nate from local errors in the bedrock topography data accen-
tuated by their projection onto the coarse horizontal grid we
use here.
The mean errors in the absolute surface ice velocity fall
within the range of ∼ 16 to ∼55 myr−1 (Table 3), with the
HS-2b and SoS producing the minimum and maximum mis-
fits, respectively, analogously to the results for the mean ice
thickness errors discussed in Sect. 5.1. In the SoS simulation
a general underestimation of the ice thickness near the ice-
sheet margins coincides with areas where sliding coefficients
tend to reach the lower limit prescribed for the calibration. In
turn, the use of such low values triggers a slowdown of the
ice flow in the transition zone.
Although the results of the HS-2b simulation presented in
Sect. 5.1 are in many aspects similar to those from the SoS,
their abilities to reproduce the observed ice flow patterns are
very different. The HS-2b uses the basal velocity from Eq. (2)
(utilised by the SoS) to compute the weights of relative con-
tributions of the shallow approximations, thereby adding the
SStA contribution where sliding velocities from Eq. (2) are
high. In these rapidly flowing sectors, we attribute a better
performance of the HS-2b compared to the SoS to the inclu-
sion of the stress transmission by the SStA. It also fosters a
SStA-dominated modelled ice flow in the surroundings of ice
streams, particularly upstream, thereby improving the over-
all fit to observations. Compared to the HS-2b, the HS-2a has
a similar performance with the second smallest mean veloc-
ity error of 17.6 myr−1, followed by higher mean errors of
23.2 and 29.7 myr−1 produced by the HS-3 and HS-1, re-
spectively. Thus, the use of hybrid schemes allows for a two-
to threefold reduction in the surface velocity misfit.
As described in Sect. 2.2, the hybrid schemes used in this
study mainly differ in how the SStA weight, w, is computed.
This controls not only relative contributions from the shallow
approximations but also the locations where such combina-
tions are implemented. In order to provide a deeper insight
into how each hybrid scheme combines the SIA and SStA
velocities, Fig. 5 illustrates the equilibrated distributions of
w. It can be immediately observed that the distributions of
w produced by the hybrid schemes are very different, both
in spatial coverage and inferred values. For example, the per-
centage of the grounded ice area where the modelled ice flow
is dominated by the SStA (w > 0.75) is∼ 30 % for the HS-1,
but only 2.4 and 8.5 % for the HS-2a and HS-2b, respectively
(Table 3). Furthermore, the transition between the SIA- and
SStA-dominated ice-sheet sectors appears patchy in the HS-
1, whereas it is smooth and collocated with the present-day
ice streams in the HS-2a, thereby resembling the observed
surface velocities. Such transitions are sharp in the HS-2b,
implying a simple differentiation between fast and slow ice
flow areas. This particular scheme exhibits a SIA-dominated
ice flow regime (w < 0.25) over 82 % of the grounded ice
area that may explain a high degree of similarity with the
SoS, especially keeping in mind that it also includes basal
sliding in the SIA. In contrast, the HS-2a sets basal ice ve-
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locities to zero in the computation of the SIA velocities, still
producing a similar percentage of SIA-dominated area. In
these sectors, differences in the ice thickness derived from
the HS-2a and HS-2b (Fig. 3, left column) can be attributed
to a presence or absence of basal sliding in the computa-
tion of the SIA solution that may prevent overestimations
e.g. in interior East Antarctica and cause underestimations
in other sectors, such as the surroundings of Dronning Maud
and MacRobertson Lands.
It is clear that the degree of agreement between the mod-
elled and observed ice flow is sensitive to the choice of a
particular hybrid scheme and the way it measures relative
SIA and SStA contributions. This can be best visualised us-
ing scatter plots of the modelled vs. observed surface veloci-
ties for each scheme, colour-coded for the values of the cor-
responding w distributions (Fig. 5). In general underestima-
tions of the modelled velocities occur across slowly flowing
(< 10 myr−1) areas, which are dominated by the SIA, while
the areas of fast flow dominated by the SStA are responsi-
ble for most of the overestimation. At first glance it may
seem that overestimations are caused by an excessive con-
tribution of the SStA, but a comparison with the SoS scatter
plot shows that this is not necessarily the case. The largest
overestimations occur in the SoS simulation, with surface ve-
locities reaching the upper permitted limit clustered in the
upper part of the scatter plot (Fig. 5). As mentioned above,
the SoS and HS-2b share many similarities, and a compari-
son between their respective scatter plots shows that the use
of the hybrid scheme reduces both underestimations in the
lower velocity range and overestimations in the fast flowing
areas.
5.3 Intercomparison of the inferred basal sliding
coefficients
Although the performance of the hybrid schemes is quanti-
tatively similar when evaluated against observations, the in-
ferred values of basal sliding coefficients (C0) vary by orders
of magnitude in many regions of Antarctica (Fig. 3, right col-
umn). It is important to keep in mind that these large differ-
ences between the inferred values of C0 arise solely from the
differences in the hybrid schemes, namely in their ways to
combine the shallow approximations, since all other model
components are exactly the same for all experiments.
To demonstrate the effects of prescribing a distribution
of C0 derived from one ice model (using a specific hybrid
scheme) into a different ice model (using a different hybrid
scheme or other level of approximation), we performed an
additional set of experiments, which utilises the equilibrium
states described in Sect. 5.1 as initial conditions. In these ex-
periments, we exchange the distributions of C0 inferred from
the HS-2a and HS-2b, and then run the model over a period
of 100 kyr. As described in Sect. 2.2, these schemes slightly
differ in how they compute the SStA contribution, mainly
due to different techniques used to account for basal sliding.
Figure 5. Left column: equilibrium SStA weights derived from dif-
ferent schemes. The HS-3 does not use a weighting function and
simply adds velocities derived from both shallow approximations.
Right column: scatter plots of modelled vs. observed surface veloc-
ities, in myr−1. Each point is colour-coded according to the corre-
sponding SStA weight.
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Although both schemes identify similar locations of rapidly
flowing ice (Sect. 5.2), their inferred distributions of basal
sliding coefficients contain the highest variability among all
hybrid schemes implemented in this study. At the end of
these additional 100 kyr runs, the mean misfit between the
modelled and observed ice thickness is above 200 m for the
HS-2a and almost 350 m for the HS-2b (not shown). This
represents increments of ∼ 330 and ∼ 775 % in the devia-
tions from observations, respectively.
To further exemplify the significance of the associated un-
certainties in the retrieved basal sliding parameters, we pre-
scribe the median of the inferred distributions of C0, com-
puted from all hybrid schemes, at the base of the modelled ice
sheet. The choice of a median over an average is motivated
by our initial tests in which generally larger values of C0 in-
ferred from the HS-2a tend to produce an average biased to-
wards this particular distribution. Figure 6 shows differences
between the modelled and observed ice thickness at the end
of these additional runs. Comparison with Fig. 3 reveals a
general degradation of the fit between the model and obser-
vations. The HS-2a and HS-2b exhibit the largest sensitivity
to the change in the basal sliding parameters, with a signif-
icant amplification of over- and underestimations of the ice
thickness occurring across most of the ice sheet, respectively.
For the HS-2a, an absolute ice thickness misfit increases by
∼ 180 % to a mean value of 131 m (Table 4), of which 95 % is
due to overestimations. The misfit increases by ∼ 355 % to a
mean value of 182 m in the HS-2b simulation, with underes-
timations of the ice thickness accounting for 88 % of the to-
tal difference. The degree of degradation is less pronounced
when the HS-1 and HS-3 are used. The misfit for the HS-1 in-
creases by only ∼ 50 %, displaying a mixture of areas where
the modelled ice thickness is either too large or too small rel-
ative to observations. The HS-3 experiment shows an inter-
mediate degree of sensitivity to a change in basal parameters
and exhibits similar misfit patterns as the HS-2b, albeit the
magnitude of the underestimation is smaller and the mean ab-
solute error in the ice thickness remains around 100 m. These
experiments show that care is needed when using quantifica-
tions of the basal conditions obtained from external sources
(e.g. Joughin et al., 2009; Morlighem et al., 2010; Arthern
and Gudmundsson, 2010; Pralong and Gudmundsson, 2011;
Pollard and DeConto, 2012b; Arthern et al., 2015) as input in
ice flow models. This concerns not only differences between
the basal sliding approaches implemented in each model, but
also models using the same sliding law as part of different
hybrid schemes, as shown in this study.
5.4 Exploration of the hybrid parameter space
The disparity in the results from the hybrid schemes pre-
sented in the previous sections showcases the impacts of
slight changes in the model representation of fast flowing
zones of ice sheets, even though it corresponds to a small
fraction of the parameter space in ice-sheet models. In order
Figure 6. Difference between the modelled and observed ice thick-
ness for all hybrid schemes, in metres, after additional 100 kyr runs
in which a median of the inferred distributions of C0 is prescribed
at the ice-sheet base. The values of C0 derived from the SoS are not
included in the median distribution.
Table 4. Summary of the results for each hybrid scheme at the
end of additional 100 kyr runs where the median of the inferred
basal sliding coefficients from all implemented hybrid schemes is
prescribed as an external forcing, including the total grounded ice
volume, Vgrd (km3); a deviation from total grounded ice volume,
1Vgrd (%); a mean absolute error in the ice thickness, 1H (m);
and a mean ice thickness error only where basal sliding operates,
1sldH (m).
Scheme Vgrd 1Vgrd 1H 1sldH
(km3) (%) (m) (m)
HS-1 2.60× 107 +1.95 67.0 45.2
HS-2a 2.70× 107 +5.58 131.2 110.1
HS-2b 2.37× 107 −7.41 182.1 167.6
HS-3 2.48× 107 −2.97 105.0 104.8
to explore the sensitivity of the results to parameter varia-
tions within this parameter space, we perform an additional
series of experiments where we vary the somewhat arbitrary
threshold and reference quantities used by some of the hybrid
schemes.
As described in Sect. 2.2, the hybrid schemes HS-1, HS-
2a, and HS-2b use the weight w to calculate relative contri-
butions of the SIA and the SStA. For the HS-1, the computa-
tion of w involves a prescribed threshold for the slip ratio of
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Figure 7. The evolution of the total grounded ice volume during the calibration procedure (as in Fig. 2), in km3, for different values of
free parameters included in the computation of the SStA weight. The volume spread contains the reference values used for the experiments
discussed in Sect. 5.1–5.3 (solid thick lines) and values that are representative of the lower and upper limits of possible parameter ranges
(thin solid and dashed lines, respectively).
grounded ice (Eq. 8) that determines the locations where the
hybrid velocity is calculated. The experiments discussed in
the previous sections use a default value of rthr = 0.5, mean-
ing that the SIA and SStA solutions are combined only in ar-
eas where the basal velocity is at least half of the surface ve-
locity. In contrast, the HS-2a and HS-2b combine both shal-
low approximations everywhere, and w is computed using a
prescribed reference velocity (Eqs. 10 and 11) with a default
value of vref = 100 myr−1. If the SStA velocity in the HS-
2a or the basal velocity in the HS-2b reaches this reference
value, the schemes assign equal weights to the SIA and the
SStA. In general, higher values of rthr or vref result in less
contribution of the SStA solution, and vice versa.
The effects of variations in these parameters on the evolu-
tion of the total grounded ice volume during the calibration
procedure are demonstrated in Fig. 7. Here we test parame-
ter values within a range that contains almost every possible
scenario because values outside the range are non-physical
(HS-1) or exhibit no noticeable differences compared to the
range limits (HS-2a and HS-2b).
For the HS-1, the upper limit for the slip ratio thresh-
old, rthr = 1, implies the use of a SIA-only solution, whereas
the lower limit, rthr = 0, implies that a combination of SIA
and SStA solutions is applied everywhere, determined by
the weight w computed using the slip ratio. Within the
range of tested values, maximum deviations from the ob-
served grounded ice volume are below 1.2 %. Only the use of
rthr = 1 produces an ice sheet that is smaller than observed.
An analysis of the mean absolute differences between the
modelled and observed ice thickness (Fig. 8) reveals that the
use of larger values of rthr leads to a larger misfit with obser-
vations, with the maximum error corresponding to rthr = 1.
Figure 8. Mean absolute differences between the modelled and ob-
served ice thickness at the end of the equilibrium simulations, in
×107 km3, for different values of free parameters included in the
computation of the SStA weight. As in Fig. 2, a mean error is calcu-
lated for the entire ice sheet (left bars) and separately over the areas
where basal sliding is identified (right bars). Each bar is divided into
relative errors arising from under- (blue) and overestimations (red).
In the HS-2a, all tested values produce an ice sheet that
is larger than observed. This is caused by a general overesti-
mation of the ice thickness in the continental interior. Here,
the modelled ice flow is slow and dominated by the SIA.
Thus, the weights w are small, implying a negligible con-
tribution of the SStA, independently of the value of vref. Val-
ues smaller than vref = 100 myr−1 are found to produce total
grounded ice volumes and mean ice thickness misfits that are
close to the results of the reference run (vref = 100 myr−1),
although with a slight improvement in the model fit to ob-
servations. Values of vref > 100 myr−1 lead to a larger mis-
fit, with the highest tested value of vref = 1000 myr−1 pro-
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ducing a grounded ice volume that displays a deviation of
2.3 % from observations. The use of even larger values of
vref asymptotically decreases the contribution of the SStA. It
is important to note, however, that since the HS-2a does not
include sliding in the SIA component, its solutions will never
approach that of the SoS.
In contrast, the HS-2b activates the sliding law even in
the regions where ice streams have not been identified by
the scheme, as long as the conditions for sliding described
in Sect. 2.1 are fulfilled. This may explain the similarity be-
tween the grounded ice volumes produced by the SoS and the
HS-2b solutions, using a reference velocity set to the upper
limit of vref = 1000 myr−1. This parameter value produces
a deviation of −0.9% from the observed ice volume, which
is similar (but with an opposite sign) to the misfit obtained
from the simulation using the lower limit of vref = 5 myr−1
tested in this study. For values higher than the default value of
vref = 100 myr−1, the simulations produce an ice sheet that
is smaller than observed. The use of vref = 60 myr−1 leads to
the best fit between the modelled and observed ice thickness
among all schemes and parameter values, reaching ∼ 39 m,
with a small deviation from the observed grounded ice vol-
ume of 0.27 %.
However, it is important to keep in mind that the calibra-
tion procedure has a limited power to reduce the misfits be-
tween the model and observations in areas where no sliding
occurs. This is why some deviations are expected from our
numerical experiments, in particular due to overestimations
of the ice volume over mountainous regions where the cal-
ibration procedure does not operate. Therefore, a perfect fit
to the observed ice volume obtained by any of the schemes
would likely involve underestimations of ice thickness in
other regions.
6 Summary and conclusions
We have implemented and compared the performance of
four hybrid schemes for the combination of the shallow ice
and shelfy stream approximations as part of the ice-sheet
model SICOPOLIS. The use of shallow approximations en-
ables continental-scale, long-term palaeo-simulations of ice
sheets, preventing the restrictive computational expenses of
more complex models. Moreover, hybrid schemes overcome
the limitations of simpler SIA-only models in regions charac-
terised by rapid ice flow driven by basal sliding. The hybrid
schemes in this study differ in the ways (1) relative contribu-
tions of the shallow approximations are computed, (2) areas
where a combination of shallow approximations is applied
are identified, and (3) basal sliding is accounted for.
By adapting a simple iterative technique to infer the dis-
tribution of basal sliding parameters from observational to-
pographic data sets (Pollard and DeConto, 2012b), we show
that all the applied hybrid schemes produce dynamic equilib-
rium states that are in a good agreement with observations.
For all the schemes, mean ice thickness misfits range from
40 to 52.4 m, and the total grounded ice volume deviations
do not exceed 2.5 % for a wide range of the associated pa-
rameter uncertainties. For optimal parameter choices, mean
errors in the ice thickness remain below 40 m. For compar-
ison, present-day simulations in continental-scale ice-sheet
models typically produce widespread errors in the ice thick-
ness reaching hundreds of metres, with deviations in total
grounded ice volume that can exceed 10 % (e.g. de Boer et
al., 2015). A clear limitation of the calibration method pre-
sented here is the possibility of an error cancellation dur-
ing the adjustment of C0. At present there is no easy way
to differentiate between the effects of an artificial compen-
sation of, for example, the lacking model physics or errors
in the input data sets through the model calibration and the
model parameters that are representative of the actual condi-
tions at the base of the ice sheet. This shortcoming will hope-
fully be overcome in the future once the necessary observa-
tional data sets become available and the use of more sophis-
ticated ice models is more feasible. The degree of applicabil-
ity of the calibrated C0 distributions for long-term palaeocli-
mate simulations is currently unclear, and its quantification
requires further modelling studies of the past ice-sheet ge-
ometries. However, we believe that the retrieved variability
in basal sliding coefficients is a good first-order approxima-
tion and is certainly a better guess than commonly used spa-
tially uniform values of C0 over the entire domain. We be-
lieve that the method used to derive C0 could be potentially
extended to the use for other time periods or climate regimes
(or even adapted for the transitions between largely dissim-
ilar regimes), providing that the necessary topographic and
climate data are available. Considering the recent efforts to
reconstruct the past geometries of the AIS (Mackintosh et al.,
2014; Bentley et al., 2014), this may well become possible in
the upcoming decades.
We also computed a non-hybrid, SIA-only solution to al-
low for a qualitative separation of relative contributions of
the SIA and the SStA. Such direct comparison is possible
because all the hybrid schemes analysed in this study share
identical model components. Although the calibration pro-
cedure applied to the SIA-only scheme also produces a rea-
sonable fit to observations, the misfits are overall larger than
those from the hybrid schemes. Moreover, the modelled sur-
face velocities exhibit noise-like patterns at and around loca-
tions where rapid ice flow exists. Since these patterns are not
present in the hybrid solutions, we attribute their occurrence
to the lack of stress transmission in the SIA flow model.
We find that individual weights assigned to the SIA and
SStA solutions vary significantly from scheme to scheme.
For the schemes in which the SIA and SStA weights are
computed, the modelled ice flow is dominated by the SIA
over ∼ 50 to ∼ 80 % of the AIS, with the predominant con-
tribution of the SStA generally limited to the locations and
surroundings of the observed ice streams.
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Comparison of our results with an independent, observa-
tional data set of surface ice velocities reveals a reasonable
agreement in the continental interior of Antarctica. However,
the modelled ice flow appears to be too fast at the ice-sheet
margins in all hybrid schemes, especially close to the ob-
served ice stream locations. These misfits between the mod-
elled and observed surface velocities are contrasted by rela-
tively small differences between the modelled and observed
ice thickness in these areas. Such misfits may originate from
other factors such as uncertainties in the observational ice
thickness and surface velocity data sets (Fretwell et al., 2013;
Rignot et al., 2011, see Sect. 3), limited model resolution,
the assumption of an ice-sheet equilibrium with present-day
climate conditions, and/or errors in the model-based geother-
mal heat flux and/or climatic forcing (Pollard and DeConto,
2012b).
Although all hybrid schemes produce a comparably good
fit to the observational topographic data set, the inferred val-
ues of basal sliding coefficients largely differ between dif-
ferent schemes. Therefore, the discrepancies in the represen-
tation of the ice dynamics by different hybrid schemes are
compensated through adjustments of this poorly constrained
parameter. Nevertheless, the schemes mostly agree on the ar-
eas where the ice base is at or close to the local pressure-
melting point. Furthermore, there is a qualitative agreement
in the patterns of low vs. high values of C0 obtained from
each calibration run. Although any attempt to quantify a local
potential for sliding would require new and improved obser-
vational data sets describing basal conditions, the robustness
of the inferred patterns provides an initial guess for their real
distribution.
Furthermore, we have evaluated the performance of each
hybrid scheme based on both its fit to observations and its nu-
merical stability for a range of model set-ups and have found
that at grid resolutions higher than 20 km (e.g. 15 and 10 km)
the HS-1 and HS-2b become numerically unstable and stop
before the experiments are completed, owing to large gra-
dients in basal sliding coefficients arising from the use of
basal velocities as boundary conditions for the SIA solutions
in conjunction with the calibration of sliding coefficients. In
addition, variations in the free parameter rthr of the HS-1 gen-
erate artefacts in the resulting basal temperature field. The
HS-2a and HS-3, which utilise the SStA as a sliding law, are
numerically more stable to variations in model parameters
and changes in grid resolution. The drawback of the HS-2a
is in its limited ability to improve the fit between the mod-
elled and observed ice thickness in ice-sheet sectors where
the SStA velocities are low (< 100 myr−1), which is the case
for large parts of the Antarctic interior. This limitation is in-
dependent of the choice of the parameter vref (Fig. 7). The
HS-3 overcomes this limitation by accounting for the SStA
contribution everywhere. However, the HS-3 also utilises the
SIA velocities over the entire ice sheet, which in certain ar-
eas, such as the steep ice-sheet margins (Fig. 4), are exces-
sively high, leading to an increased root-mean-square error
compared to HS-2a (Fig. 5). To improve the performance of
both schemes, our future work will reconcile the drawbacks
of HS-2a with the advantages of HS-3, providing a very sta-
ble and flexible hybrid scheme.
Finally, we assessed the effects of differences between
the calibrated sliding parameters derived from the four hy-
brid schemes by performing additional experiments in which
the inferred distributions of C0 were either averaged or ex-
changed between the schemes. Our results show that the
parameter distributions are not exchangeable between the
schemes, since this leads to a strong degradation of the model
fit to observations. This suggests that results of a model
calibration and/or initialisation cannot be straightforwardly
transferred to a model that uses a different level of approxi-
mation of the Stokes equations. Given an increasing number
of studies attempting to quantify the basal conditions under
ice sheets through a variety of methods including ice flow
models, our experiments show that one needs to be careful
when using the inferred basal sliding parameters as external
boundary conditions in glaciological models.
7 Data availability
The ice-sheet model SICOPOLIS is available as free and
open-source software (under the GNU General Public Li-
cense) via (Greve, 2017). The data produced by SICOPOLIS
for this study can be obtained by contacting the correspond-
ing author.
The Supplement related to this article is available online
at doi:10.5194/tc-11-247-2017-supplement.
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